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View snapchat profiles

Literally Snap, the company that makes Snapchat, plans to go public. If so, it will be the largest public offering by the tech company in two years. I don't use Snapchat. And no wonder: Most people who use it are under the age of 25, and the company said in 2013 that 70% of users are
women. I'm neither. At the same time, I look forward to understanding Snapchat. I mean, it's a major cultural force: 150 million people use it every day. The company has yet to make a profit, but has rejected Facebook's $3 billion offer; The IPO he's working on would estimate it at $25
billion. So I decided to dive in to talk to people to font this app until I finally understood. Here, for the benefit of people who don't understand Snapchat, that's what I discovered. First of all, you should know that Snapchat is actually three apps one. Feature 1: Self-destruct
messagesSnapchat's primary (and most famous) function is to allow people to send self-destruct photos. More specifically, it allows you to take a picture or record a 10-second video, dress it up with funny overs, type and format the caption, draw on it with your finger, if you like, and then
send it to specific friends. As soon as they see your punch, it'll be gone forever. Even the company can't get it back. You can also post snaps publicly to all your followers in one timeline (here's the so-called Story), à la Facebook or Instagram; The difference is that whatever you do on
Snapchat, it disappears after 24 hours. For non-teens, the whole concept is a little bizarre. Why would you take photos and videos knowing they'd disappear after one viewing? Isn't the whole purpose of photos and videos to capture cherished memories to be considered years from now?
Here's my theory: Deep down, Snapchat's appeal has to do with teenage insecurity. Usually what you post online is there forever. He can come back to haunt you. Everything on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, the internet, text messages, email - it will always be there for people to judge.
Maybe your parents can see it. A college admissions officer. A prospective employer. But Snapchat is taking the pressure off. If the snap of goofy is either poorly framed or embarrassing or incriminating - I don't care! Post anyway. No employer, director or parent will find or disapprove. Also,
no comment, no Like button, no matter how many friends you have. I'm not judging. All this gives Snapchat honesty, authenticity, directness that other social media apps lack - and that millennials love it. The screenshot loophole is true, by the way, that if someone sends you in an instant,
take a screenshot of it before it disappears, thereby preserving it forever, and presumably the whole purpose of Snapchat. (If you want to take a screenshot of the simultaneously press the Sleep and Home buttons; most most volume down and the Home button.) The app notifies you when
an image is taken with a screen before it disappears. But even this feature can be defeated by small hacks that are easy to find online. So I couldn't help wondering: Why would anyone risk sending bad or risky things knowing they could be captured forever? One good response came from
a respondent to Quora: If you don't trust someone not to take advantage of you, don't send them that moment; It's really that simple. Another came from a high school interview: No one really thinks that the point of Snapchat is to send messages that delete... Unless it's something secret or
embarrassing, I guess. Anyway, I don't think people care if they screenshot something. Either way, the screenshot loophole doesn't seem to bother anyone. One more exception: You can watch a recording once a day in case you missed it. Incredibly, you can also pay to view snaps again
(three replays per dollar). Most of the time, no one bothers me. (I didn't even know it was a feature. None of my cousins - noted avid Snapchat users, said the high school source.) Feature 2: Standard chat programA number of teens use Snapchat constantly. They're sending me lots and
lots of pictures. They live in the app. Snapchat folks ignited this flame for the app by adding the capabilities of text, audio and video chat. You can have a conversation by typing, talking, or video calling, and you can slap cute cartoon stickers. These communications also disappear after both
sides have read them. Feature 3: The news app The third face of Snapchat's personality is its recent incarnation as a news app. Online publications can post their own stuff to read: ESPN, Comedy Central, BuzzFeed, People, National Geographic, CNN, and others already on board. What
does these publishing things have to do with chatting with friends or sending self-destruct photos? Beats the heck out of me, but I think it has something to do with Snapchat trying to make money. (Most of my teenage sources say they don't even look at these articles.) Snapchat's
UnknowableSnapchat won't win a prize for ease of use. In fact, it's incredibly hard to figure out, filled with unlabeled icons and confusingly ranged screens. There is no button at all for many functions; You get to see them swiping across the screen in different directions (as shown by the
arrows here), which is something you kind of stumble upon. (Perhaps it's part of the appeal of teenagers. Every generation of teens has their secret, protected culture - slang, music, rituals - deliberately designed to exclude or master their parents. Perhaps mastering Snapchat's bizarre
layout makes fans feel like insiders in an exclusive club.) Time Snapchat is burdened with almost absurd features. burden. impression is that this is popular even though it's feature-it, not because of it. How to use SnapchatAll, which said here's a quick guide to getting started: Features 2
and 3 (chatting and reading articles) are relatively simple. To read articles published by media organizations, tap the lower-right button (shown in the screenshot above, discover) and tap to start reading. When you're chatting, swipe right from the camera screen to see a list of contacts, and
then tap one to start typing or calling. That leaves us with the Big One, the primary Snapchat feature, the really fun: Sending self-desication photos and videos. The first time you open the app, you'll see the camera screen. It works like the phone's regular camera app. Tap the camera
button at the top right to take a selfie with your phone's front camera (that's usually the point). Tap the large round shutter button to take the photo. (To record a video, hold it down for up to 10 seconds.) All Snapchat photos and videos are vertical, anyway; no one turns on the phone 90
degrees to take or view them in landscape mode. After you snapped a shot, the real fun begins: Dressing up. Apply a filter: Swipe horizontally across the photo to apply the filter— for example, you can add a blue or green hue to the whole. If you keep swiping, you'll see some really
interesting ones: One adds the name of the city to a cool graphical treatment, another stamps the current time or temperature, even a stamp stamps at the current speed at miles per hour (it's best not to do scattering). Stamp some stickers: At the top of the screen, the tilted square icon
shown here [bottom, left] opens a page with emoji icons. Tap to stamp the photo. At this point, you can drag the sticker around to move it or pinch/spread two fingers to zoom in or shrink it. Type some text: When you tap the T button in the upper-right corner of the photo screen, the keyboard
opens [bottom, left]. Type a label, and then do it ready. Now you can drag the caption up or down in the photo with your finger. Or maybe it's in giant letters. To do this, tap T to make the text huge [bottom, center]. Tap a third time to center the text. If it's huge, tap the text itself to open a
page with a color slide to change the [right] color. Draw on the picture: Tap the pencil icon to draw or write on the shot with your finger. A slider appears again so you can specify the color. Put on a virtual mask: You'd never stumble across this feature without being told, but it's funny and fun:
you can become a gorilla, Viking or bobblehead of Snapchat, whether as a still image or video, an animated mask or in the live image. To make these software masks (or lenses like Snapchat calls calls The trick is to hold your finger down on your own face in the live camera view before
taking the photo. After a moment, the grid of a sci-fi movie appears on his face, and icons of virtual masks fill the bottom of the screen. Tap one of them to try it. (They change all the time, of sorts.) Some come with instructions like Rabbit's Mouth, which triggers funny animation. If you have a
look you like, snap it as a photo or video as usual, tapping or holding your finger down the round button on the screen. (Snapchat charges $1 apiece to install new lenses of this type.) (I would have written that these virtual masks are so witty, new, and interesting that you might want to
install Snapchat just to try them out – except that MSQRD is a free application that does exactly the same thing, even better animations and smart, and without the extra clutter on Snapchat. If you have a child and are going on an upcoming drive, you need to download MSQRD.) Finally,
ready to put your masterpiece. To do this, use the icons at the bottom of the screen:Seconds: The bottom left icon determines the number of seconds that recipients must view the masterpiece before it disappears. (You'll see the countdown.) Save: Your friends aren't allowed to keep a copy
of your photo, but it's okay to keep one. Tap Save to keep it in your phone's Photos gallery. Post to your Story: Again, Story Snapchat is named for your timeline or feed. This is a way to make the snaps visible by goiing into the entire social circle (which you set in settings) – for 24 hours.
Select the recipients. When everything's ready to go, tap here to see a list of friends so you can choose who gets the masterpiece. Do you understand now? As you now know, the first Snapchat mystery - How do you use it? — it's easy to do if you already have a rifle. As for the second
mystery - Why use it? - helps to be a teenager. But Snapchat has also jumped up the ladder because of convenience, stupidity and fun, directness - and above all because whatever you do with it, one day you won't regret it. David Pogue, tech columnist at Yahoo Finance, welcomes the
non-toxic comments in the comments below. I'm davidpogue.com. I'm on @pogue. I'll email poguester@yahoo.com. Here's how to make the columns by email. With the close of 2020, there is a growing belief that 2021 will be a year of growth for stock markets. With the U.S. election back in
a divided government, one is unlikely to see the broad majority - or broad support - needed to enact broad reform legislation either for the right or left, and to be a good omen for the economy in general. COVID vaccines are being marketed, and while the new antivirus lockdowns are also in
place, there is a feeling that it should be close. According to the analyst community, some names reflect a strong increase. These stocks, which have notch impressive gains year-to-date and are ready to see growth keep coming even after 2020 wraps up. With this in mind, we used
TipRanks' database to scan the street for tickers in this category late. Analysts believe that any name that also boasts a Strong Buy consensus rating could keep the rally alive in 2021. SunOpta (STKL)The first stock on this growth list is a health snack company, SunOpta. The company's



range includes plant-based beverages, fruit-based snacks, broth and supplies, teas, sunflower and roasted snacks. The company distributes through its own brand and co-production distribution, as well as through food service institutions. SunOpta boasts a market cap of $962 million, after
a year of impressive share price growth. The stock is up an impressive 328% this year, far outperforming general markets. The company's Q3 earnings reached $314.9 million, a 6.4% annual gain. EPS, with a net loss of 1 cent, was better than the expected loss of 2 cents - and much better
than the 11 cents loss reported in the quarter a year ago. The firm's solid performance caught the attention of Craig-Hallum analyst Alex Fuhrman. The analyst rates STKL's Buy along with its $15 price target. This figure means a one-year upside of 40% at current levels. (To watch
Fuhrman's past, click here) Supporting his position, Fuhrman wrote: We believe the company's focus on high-value plant-based foods and beverages should command premium rating options upside down in estimates as the economy recovers from COVID. For the most part, Fuhrman's
optimism is based on sunopta's deficit. The analyst noted: We expect plant-based food stocks to command premium reviews from other food companies for the foreseeable future, due to faster growth trends and compelling environmental benefits. At just $4.5B in sales today, plant-based
products are less than 1% of the $695B grocery market, but it is easy to imagine it represents a two-count share of grocery sales over time Wall Street does not always unanimously combine, but in this case it does. SunOpta Strong Buy's analyst consensus assessment is unanimous, based
on 3 Buy reviews. The stock sold for $10.70 and, with an average price target of $15, SunOpta has a 40% forward-looking growth potential. (See STKL inventory analysis from TipRanks) Green Brick Partners (GRBK)A bright spot in the economy over the past year has been the domestic
construction industry. As people moved out of cities to avoid COVID, they headed to the suburbs and exurbs - and this increased the demand for houses. Green Brick is a land development and housing company, Texas. The company invests in real estate, primarily land, and then provides
land and construction funding for development projects. The spread of the suburbs – not only in this COVID year, but also as a general trend was good for Green Brick. The company's Q3 revenue was $275.8 million, its best in more than a year, 20% ahead of forecast and up 31% over the
year. EPS was also strong; Q3, 68 cents, was 54% above expectations and more than double what it was a year ago. Green Brick's stock price is rising along with the company's financial outlook. During the year, GRBK won 111%. In his coverage of this stock, JMP analyst Aaron Hecht
noted, [We] expect GRBK to take advantage of the trend of apartment tenants changing single-family homes to safety and changing dynamics brought on by more worker teleworking. The key cohort shift is the buyer pool for millennials who have come off the sidelines to buy homes, a trend
which we consider multi-year runway. The millennial demand trend for GRBK is amplified, given its outsized exposure to markets, such as Texas &amp; Atlanta, which are net beneficiaries of emigration from high-priced coastal geographical areas. To this end, Hecht prices grbk for a better
perform (i.e. purchase) and his price target of $30 means an upside of ~23% in the next 12 months. (To see Hecht's past, click here) While not unanimous, the Strong Buy consensus rating for Green Brick is crucial, with a 3-1 breakdown of purchases versus acres. The average price target
of $27.5 gives a 12.5% upward potential for the current share price of $24.45. (See grbk stock analysis tipranks) Brightcove, Inc. (BCOV) Switching gears in the software industry, we come from Brightcove, a Boston-based software company. Brightcove offers a variety of video platform
products, including cloud storage, social and interactive extensions. The company is a leader in delivering and monetizing cloud-based online video solutions. The strength of such a business model, in these pandemic days, is their huge shift from white-collar workers toward remote offices,
teleworking, and video conferencing, evident. Brightcove's earnings were up 11 cents per share in Q3, nearly double the quarter from a year ago. In the top line, revenues were stable, at between $46 million and $48 million per quarter in 2020, without a noticeable COVID effect. Brightcove's
stock has climbed all year, last winter after a slight blink. The pace has picked up since late July, after Q2 results were released, and the stock has now risen 103% by 2020. The overall macro headwinds are turning into video niche tailwinds, as noted by Northland Capital analyst Michael
Latimore. We believe that the market tailwinds of BCOV technology platform and strong sales execution with strong strong We believe that salespeople are in total productivity. BCOV will add additional channel managers this year. Management focuses on process improvements to achieve
consistency in revenue retention rates, noted the five-star analyst. Latimore rates the stock as performing better (i.e. buying), and the $24 price target signals confidence in the 36% upside over the coming year. (To watch Latimore's past, click here) In the last three months, two other
analysts have thrown in the hat to see the video technology company. The two additional Buy reviews give Brightcove a strong buy consensus rating. With an average price target of $20.17, investors stand to take home a 14% gain if the target is met in the coming months. (See BCOV stock
analysis for TipRanks) To find good ideas for growth stocks trading with attractive valuations, visit tipranks' best stocks buy, a newly launched tool that combines all of TipRanks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are exclusively those of the featured analysts. The content
is for informational use only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Analysts prefer companies that supply EV manufacturers or develop technology that supports infrastructure and autonomous management. It's certainly something to celebrate and that
we've figured out what retirement income is going to be a great start. In some cases, Americans are entitled to survivor's benefits, including widows or widows, 60 years of age or older; divorced spouse who is from a marriage lasting 10 years and who did not remarri before the age of 60; or
a widow at any age who is caring for the deceased's child under the age of 16. Spousal benefits are very confusing, said Kate Gregory, a financial planner and president of Gregory Advisors Inc. As a spouse, you are entitled to 50% of your husband's primary insurance benefit, which you
would receive at the full retirement age (FRA, which in his case is 66 years old), but you must submit your benefits before you can do so. Now the bad news: - Other than the expected Social Security (about $1,300/month if I wait until the full retirement age, $1,200/month if I retire at 65), no
pension or other sources of income. - I don't have an impressive work history that can lead to lucrative employment in retirement. Is there some way I can make $500,000 in savings last, especially given the bysmally low interest rate environment? Investor's Business Daily The best tech
stocks to buy and watch are strong price performers with healthy fundamentals, thanks to a new product or service that is driving growth. (Bloomberg) - Chinese regulators Jack Ma online financial titan Ant Group Co. to return to its roots as a provider of payment services, threatening throttle
growth in its most profitable businesses businesses loans and asset management. The central bank subpoenaed Ant executives over the weekend and told them to put the company's lending, insurance and asset management services to good use, the PBAN said in a statement on Sunday.
Although the central bank stressed that Ant needs to understand the need to transform his business and to set a timetable as soon as possible. Today, the series of regulations poses a serious threat to the expansion of its online financial empire, which has grown from a PayPal-like
operation to a full service over the past 17 years. Before regulators intervened, Ant was destined for a public listing that would have valued him at more than $300 billion. The company, based in Hangzhou, must now move forward by setting up a separate financial holding company to
ensure it has sufficient capital and protects personal information, the central bank said. This is the culminating of a series of regulations and sets the course for Ant's business going forward, said Zhang Xiaoxi, a Beijing-based analyst at Gavekal Dragonomics. We haven't seen any clear
signs of a break yet. Ant is a huge player in the world and any breakup needs to be careful. Authorities have blasted Ant for sub-par corporate governance, despise toward regulatory requirements, and engaging in regulatory arbitrage. According to the central bank, Ant used its dominance
to exclude rivals and damage the interests of hundreds of millions of consumers. China last week stepped up its control of the two pillars of billionaire Today's Internet domain, at which time it launched an investigation into alleged monopolistic practices by Ant affiliate Alibaba Group Holding
Ltd. The e-commerce company's U.S.-listed shares plunged the most from the probe's news. The State Administration of Market Regulation posted investigators to Alibaba on Thursday and the on-site investigation was completed the day before, according to Saturday's report posted on a
news app run by the Zhejiang Daily. The report quoted an unnamed official from the local market regulation watchdog in Zhejiang province, where Alibaba is based. Ant said in a statement Sunday that it will create a special team to create proposals and schedule an overhaul. It maintains
business operations for users, vowing to keep costs for consumers and financial partners unchanged while enhancing risk management. The pressure on Ma is central to the wider effort to curb the increasingly influential internet sphere. Once hailed as drivers of economic prosperity and
symbols of the country's technological prowess, the empires built by Today, Tencent Holdings Ltd., president Pony Ma Huateng, and other tycoons are now under investigation after amassing hundreds of millions of users and more influence over influence Every aspect of everyday life is
China.Ma own realm is in crisis mode. As of early December, with Ant under regulatory control, the man most identified as meteoric rise of China Inc. has advised the government to stay in the country, a person familiar with the matter said. Alibaba has lost more than $200 billion in market
value since November, when regulators torpedoed a record $35 billion ant debut. Alibaba CEO Daniel Zhang said in a meeting with local regulators on Friday that the company would only manage to comply with the rules in the future, the state-subsidy China News Service reported. Ant
senior executives are part of a task force that has had almost daily interactions with watchdogs. Meanwhile, regulators, including china's Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission, are considering which businesses Ant should give up control to include the risks it poses to the
economy, officials familiar with the matter said. It has not yet been agreed whether to split its various operating lines, split its online and offline services, or take a completely different path. Ant supporters include Warburg Pincus LLC, Carlyle Group Inc., Silver Lake Management LLC,
Temasek Holdings Pte and GIC Pte.More: Jack Ma Goes Quiet After Ant Group Spectacular Undoing Ant's growth potential will be capped with a focus back onto its payment services, said Shujin Chen, the Hong Kong-based head of China financial research at Jefferies Financial Group
Inc.'s onshore, online payments industry saturated and Ant's market share has roughly reached its limit. (Updates ant investors in the penultimate paragraph) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead of the most reliable business news
source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Investor's Business DailyAs as stock market rally breaks, Apple stands out while Microsoft shapes up. Elon Musk says Tesla's deliveries are close to the historic milestone. I can easily live on a $60,000 budget (including taxes), but often it's less than that.
Health insurance is probably one of the most important - if not the most important - attention you need to take before you leave work. New retirees like recent college graduates - they're on their own after years of the same routine and need to find a new way to follow. This kind of pensioner
ventures into the unknown, taking on a new job they've never done before. Here are 17 tips on how to make the right financial decisions during a tough recovery. Investor's Business DailyBuying stock is simple, but buying the right stock without a well-established strategy is incredibly
difficult. So what are the best stocks to buy now or put on a watchlist? In the past, that buy berkshire after bad stretch, even the 1974-75 bear bear and the 1999 tech bubble. How much do you get - and when? What about President Trump's opposition? It's been a difficult year, by all
accounts. But for Bitcoin, 2020 was an amazing time. The cryptocurrency almost quadrupled and exceeded $20,000 for the first time as it grew from record to record. The diehards cheered as inflation hedged in an era of unprecedented central bank largesse. Wall Street veterans Paul
Tudor Jones' Stanley Druckenmiller blessed as an alternative tool, adding to the rally. And companies like MicroStrategy Inc. and Square Inc. have put cash reserves in a crypt to earn better returns than near-zero interest rates. While none of these reasons buy the Bitcoin coordinate as an
alternative to fiat currencies, they point to the growing acceptance of the crypto-asset class. And this fanatic-like community is taking yet another victory lap in pursuit of legitimacy. What's happening now - and it's happening faster than anyone could ever imagine - is that Bitcoin is moving
the fringe ezoteric tool into the mainstream, said Matt Hougan, chief investment officer at Bitwise Asset Management. If it gets mainstream, there's only so much money on the sidelines that I'll have to come in and create a position that will leave me very bullish by 2021. But with Bitcoin
capturing more attention, it will also garner further investigation from regulators, says Guy Hirsch, managing director of the U.S. online trading platform eToro. Despite the meteorological ascension, storm clouds are on the sky, he said, including the consequences of several last-minute
actions by the outgoing Trump administration. The faithful say that in some ways, the pandemic-hit year has proved to be the perfect environment for the digital coin. Warnings about the rampant printing of money by global central banks - some of which have begun to reveal their own
interests in digital assets - have raised fears of possible inflation as interest rates have fallen to lows. This thrust some investors chase returns and hedge cryptocurrencies, pushing the price past $28,000 to around $7,200 in early January.Predicting, where it goes into a fraught exercise.
Many people left the coin after its 2017 rally collapsed the following year, with a section of time sometimes referred to as a cryptotrete. But that surged more than 300% in 2020, and many investors say they will continue to make gains next year. According to a Deutsche Bank survey, the
majority say it will end higher in 2021, with 41% of participants projecting a goal of between $20,000 and $49,999 and 12% rising above $100,000, according to jim reid, the company's strategist. Previously: Treasury proposes Crackdown on virtual currency transfersWhat else is on the
radar? A Demirors, director of strategy for digital asset manager CoinShares, has concerns about what the incoming Joe Biden administration could mean for the cryptocurror. In general, I think we have had challenges with the Dems - they prefer more regulation, more oversight, said
Demirors. I'm a little concerned about the direction of things trending, especially antitrust litigation and erosion of internet privacy. Still, some of the industry's allies, said Demirors, including North Carolina's Patrick McHenry and Ohio's Warren Davidson, who he says already support the
preservation of consumer financial privacy. Going forward, many strategists and investors say the industry could see more scrutiny and tighter regulation of Biden in the White House.A lot depends, of course, on who fills key positions in the administration. Janet Yellen, who has been
nominated to serve as Treasury secretary in Biden's administration, has in recent years warned investors over Bitcoin, saying it is a highly speculative asset and not a stable store of value. The representative did not immediately return a request for comment. Meanwhile, Bloomberg News
reported that Gary Gensler could be appointed to replace Jay Clayton on the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Clayton's exit from the regulator is welcome news for crypto fans who have seen a hard line over the years, suing to halt initial coin offerings, rejecting requests for
Bitcoin exchange-traded funds and launching a last-minute lawsuit against Ripple Labs Inc. Gensler, who served as Commodity Futures Trading Commission chairman during the Obama administration, a senior adviser to the MIT Media Lab Digital Currency Initiative and teaches about
blockchain technology and digital currencies. According to eToro's Hirsch, there is uncertainty around whether the Biden administration is approaching cryptocurrencies, but the appointments are remarkable because Yellen is famously anti-crypto and Gensler is known to be pro-crypto.
Without knowing how the authorities will regulate cryptocurrency more vigorously in the coming years, it is difficult for markets to continue to grow at the same rate as they do now, especially if, like some fears, regulation aimed at curbing innovation, not promoting it, said Hirsch. Once again,
clarity is the name of the game. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead of the most reliable business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.FEATURE This article is an excerpt from Barron's 10 favorite stocks for 2021. Click here to see the full
list. (AAPL) was a juggernaut in 2020. The shares climbed 74% to a recent $128, on their way to the world's leading $2.The investing legend also made his own cartoon to help the next generation learn. e-commerce giant and its co-founder. Regulators are likely to be chasing other
companies. HELP ME RETIRE Dear MarketWatch, I'm 60 years old and recently lost my job for 20 years. Given my age and the current economic climate, I'm looking at the possibility of retirement, at least from a full-time job. Benzinga conducts a survey every week to find out what traders
are most excited about, care about, or thinking about because they manage and build their personal portfolios. We examined a group of more than 500 Benzinga investors to see if shares of Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL) or Facebook, Inc. Common Stock (NASDAQ: FB) would grow the most
by 2022. Apple Vs. Facebook Apple plans a wide range of consumer electronic devices, including iPhone smartphones, iPad tablets, Mac computers and Apple Watch smartwatches. As of 2020, it's the iPhone that brings in the majority of Apple's total revenue. In addition, Apple offers its
customers a range of entertainment and payment services, such as Apple Music, iCloud, Apple TV+, Apple Card and Apple Pay. See also: How to buy Apple Stock.As the social media conglomerate Facebook is known for more than just news feeds, having acquired brands like Instagram,
WhatsApp, Oculus VR and Giphy in recent years. Facebook products connect people to friends and family through mobile devices, personal computers, virtual reality headsets, and home devices. Among respondents, 76% told us shares in Apple will grow more by 2022.Traders and
investors who participated in the study said shares in Apple will increase increased demand for consumer goods after the pandemic. Many respondents to the study also cited the recent news Apple will make a splash in the EV sector as the reason for the stock's potential growth next year.
We reported shares in Apple rose 2.85% on December 22 after a regular trading session with Reuters reporting that the Cupertino-based company plans to launch electric vehicles in 2024. If Apple were to partner with an existing EV maker in vehicle production, several respondents, in
collaboration with Nio Inc - ADR (NYSE: NIO) or Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA), said Apple would shorten the time it takes for its own EV to hit the market. This survey was conducted by Benzinga in December 2020 and included responses from a diverse population of adults aged 18 and
over. Participation in the survey was entirely voluntary and no incentives were offered to potential respondents. The study reflects the results of more than 500 adults. Photo courtesy Pexels.See more about Benzinga * Click here for options trades Benzinga * Benzinga Survey: Will American
Airlines Stock Reach * Thinking About Buying Stock from Alibaba, Nio, CureVac or Luminar? (C) 2020 2020 Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. With investors looking forward to an uncertain year, one thing equity analysts seem certain about is that we are
preparing for greater market volatility in 2021. 2021.
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